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2.495.000 € | Ref. vqlbpvp | Loulé

5 BEDROOM VILLA FOR SALE IN QUINTA DO LAGO
Fabulous Villa located in the heart of Quinta do Lago. This Villa comprises 5 bedrooms and 5
bathrooms, the property features high quality construction. The garden has barbecue, recreation
area, swimming pool and large trees. Close to all resort amenities. Do not miss this magnificent
opportunity!
- Entrance Hall - Guest Toilet - Sitting Area w/ Fireplace - Dinning Area - Fully Fitted & Equipped
Kitchen - 5 Bedrooms En-Suite - Double Glazing w/ Mosquitto Nets - Automatic Shutters - Central
Vacuum Cleaner System - Automatic entrance gate - Air Conditioning - Double Garage
Quinta do Lago- Sitting amongst 2000 acres of the picturesque Ria Formosa Natural Park and its
unique beaches, Quinta do Lago offers its residents and guests an unparalleled location benefiting
from a year-round temperate climate. The magnificent golf courses and grand villas blend with
green umbrella pines, the tranquility of lakes, the beauty of sandy beaches and the wildlife from
the Ria Formosa Natural Park. With its state of the art driving range, Paul McGinley Academy and
TaylorMade Custom Fitting Centre it provides a haven for golfers of all levels. At each of the
restaurants, there is a gourmet experience to be enjoyed. Each of them takes advantage of the
spectacular scenery, superb climate and fresh Mediterranean produce that the resort has become
famous for. Education is also at the heart of this community. The International School São
Lorenço, available for students in both Quinta do Lago and Vale de Lobo, provides top quality
education from primary right up to pre- higher education, and they assure the very best for their
students. Some of the school facilities, like the sports field, are also soon to become available for
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